Discussion Summary
- Reviewed minutes from 10/07/13 UCCC meeting.
- Review of recent full-committee online votes.
- Continued discussion of petition process online form
- Continued discussion of Goal 5
  - Discussion of C, word “including”
  - Discussion of D, rework language to include reflection on code of conduct rather than just covering code of conduct
- Discussion of assessment system
  - Review draft of two-page course/experience assessment reporting form.
    - Discussion of question 4 wording.
    - Suggestion: Form subcommittee.
  - When and how should Fast-Track course be reviewed?
  - Discussion of when courses/experiences will be up for recertification and how the rolling reviewing will be structured.
- Discussion of Goal 4, new course designed specifically for goal.
- Discussion of Aged Transcripts
  - Different readmission policies for each school
  - Matching ancestral courses with current courses

Decisions and Action Items
- Unanimous approval of minutes from 10/07/13 UCCC meeting.
- Unanimous approval of courses receiving 66% UCCC approval.
- Unanimous approval of online petition form
- Unanimous approval: endorse transcript procedure: clear ancestral courses to current courses-approved substitution. Unclear ancestral courses approved with department checking. Courses no longer taught but looks similar to core course, petition would be submitted and brought to UCCC.

Attendance
David Smith, Edward Peltier, Clarence Lang, Charles Marsh, Michael Krueger, Dale Dorsey, Marie-Alice L’Heureux, Tyler Childress, Alice Lieberman, Bruce Lieberman, Emma Halling, Susan Scholz, Chris Meiers, Kelli Thomas, Barbara Woods, Ann Cudd, and Jeni Klute.